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Flashlight Nitecore MH27UV, 1000lm, USB
NITECORE MH27UV flashlight
The NITECORE MH27UV is a tactical torch that focuses on functionality and compatibility with other tactical equipment. It is chosen by
professionals in the field of forensics, gemology or uniformed services.
 

Impressive performance
The MH27UV uses a CREE XP-L HI V3 LED. The combination of PDOT (Precision Digital Optics Technology) and the crystal coating of the
LED means that the torch can achieve a beam range of up to 462 metres. The efficiency of the solutions allows the device to achieve a
brightness of up to 1000 lumens. In addition, the ATR (Advanced Temperature Regulation) technology monitors the temperature of the
device and adjusts its operation to ambient conditions.
 

3 additional sources
In addition to the main LED, the torch has 3 more. The low intensity red light works well for tactical approaches. The blue beam is used
for searching and confirming blood traces, and the UV light is perfect for gemology and forensics.
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Efficient power supply
The recommended power supply for the MH27UV is an 18650 battery, which has a higher capacity than AA batteries and works for up to
708 hours on a single charge. You can conveniently recharge the battery via USB. The USB port is protected by a rubber cap, to protect it
from water and dust. What's more, you can always keep track of charging status - just take a look at the flashing marker.
 

Easy-to-use interface
The device has 3 buttons that control all of its functions. The tactical switch located at the torch shaft allows you to illuminate the area by
holding down or pressing continuously. The 2 buttons located at the head allow you to freely change the mode and brightness level. The
torch has several additional modes such as strobe, SOS and red/blue warning signal.
 

Compatibility
The MH27UV is a tactical piece of equipment, designed for situations requiring specialised equipment. The torch is compatible with most
such accessories, such as filter caps, weapon mounts and remote belt switches. What's more, the device is equipped with a special metal
ring, ensuring stability and further increasing precision in situations that require it.  All  of this, combined with an IPX8 water resistance
rating, ensures the reliability of the equipment in virtually all conditions.
 

Kit includes
MH27UV Flashlight
USB cable
Holster
Clip
Tactical metal ring
Lanyard
Additional USB port cover
Spare O-ring
Spare tailcap cover
 
Specification
 
 
  
Producer 
NITECORE 
Model 
MH27UV 
Brightness 
up to 1000 lumens 
Dimensions 
154 x 40 x 40 mm 
Weight 
170 g 
Colour 
Black 
Waterproof 
IPX8 
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Power supply 
18650 lithium-ion battery / CR123 / RCR123 
Charging port 
USB 
Operating time 
up to 708 hours 
Drop resistance 
up to 1 m
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Price:

€ 105.01

Lifestyle&Outdoor, Other, Flashlight
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